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CATEGORY
Leisure & Entertainment

COMMENDATION
FADD Studio

Dualistic Bar & Restaurant

DESIGN BRIEF

This bar and restaurant are located on the upper two floors 
of a building on a busy street in the Indiranagar area of 
Bangalore enhanced from one side by a bird-eye view of the 
green belt in the vicinity.

The client wanted the 6000 sq. ft. one of its kind space to 
primarily be a music venue that promotes upcoming bands 
and seasoned musicians with state-of-the-art acoustics. The 
brief addressed the client requirement for formal and informal 
duality and variety of spaces leading to an industrial look 
which seamlessly transitions into a cosy, earthy and warm feel 
on either side. The starting point was an exposed acoustic 
panel ceiling, one of the most important components for the 
function of the space; all walls and windows had to be sound 
proof to keep the noise contained.

Metal, cement, wood and bricks are the predominant materials 
visible. The entrance is an oxidised metal riveted door with 
a large circular peephole. After entering, floor to ceiling 
suspended industrials chains stop the patrons in their tracks 
and slowly allow them to absorb the elements of the place 
piece by piece through their equal intervals. Through these 
vertical gaps, the restored bar tables and stools made from old 
bicycles sit on a grey concrete floor which continues seamlessly 
as the bar fascia. The entire shell is finished in a burnt rust 
cement material with a logo in identical material right above 
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the bar wall. Large old school bulbs 
diverge from the centre and hang down 
at different levels and exposed AC ducts 
meander along the sound-proofed grey 
ceiling and assign an almost unfinished 
quality to the space making it feel casual 
and homely. On either side of the bar 
are raised platforms. Acting as a visual 
backdrop, a brick wall with mirrors 
and vintage posters hug one side and 
encloses the stage. The other side is 
more casual with couches and tables for 
two by large fixed windows. The terrace 
and the bathrooms are more whimsical 
and quirky. The female bathroom walls 
are finished in wine coloured cement 
adorned with a bright triptych of mirrors, 
whereas the male bathroom walls 
are blue with simple wooden framed 
mirrors. Both have industrial hanging 
lights and are completed with playful 
posters to entertain the user as he goes 
about his business!

Natural light streams in from the latter 
side making it fit for a quick daytime 
work meeting or casual catch up 
whereas the darker closed feel of the 
former side is apt for an evening and 
late-night music events, rendering the 
space multi-functional.

Filled with distressed furniture and 
organised by type of activity, this bar 
is a trendy yet comfortable place for 
music lovers.

DESIGNER

FADD Studio was found in 2012 in 
Bangalore by Farah Ahmed, who 
studied at Istituto Marangoni in Milan 
and Dhaval Shellugar who studied 
at Rachana Sansad Academy of 
Architecture in Bombay. Both met while 
working at Khosla Associates.

Besides a play on the word ‘fad’, FADD 
is an acronym for Farah and Dhaval 
Design. With the belief that having a 
singular style defies the purpose of 
design, the philosophy of FADD Studio 
is to push beyond boundaries, achieve 
novelty and uniqueness in every 
project, and be constantly propelled 
out of their comfort zone so as to 
not only embrace new concepts and 
techniques but also create fads of their 
own. The studio aspires not to create 
a style unique to them, but to give the 
client a design identity that is exclusive 
to them and their space.

Their projects range from residences to 
offices and retail spaces to hospitality. 
Currently, the studio is designing 
a clubhouse of an exclusive gated 
community; luxury villas in the outskirts 
of Bangalore and a holiday home in the 
heart of Bangalore.
----------------------------------------------------

farah@faddstudio.com
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